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Abstract: 
Dynamic Collaborative Visualization Ecosystem (DynaCoVE) is a Data and Decision 
Analytics (DDA) tool supporting a data-centric, user-centric, visualization algorithm 
and systems agnostic visual analytics. It is a visualization software that will allow 
the user to generate visualization from the data and display it on any of the display 
systems available in the visualization ecosystem for knowledge discovery and 
exploration. The display system selected will also support interactive interaction of 
the visualization created. DynaCoVE supports visualization systems capable of 2D, 2 
1/2D, and 3D display supporting fully-immersive, semi-immersive, and non-
immersive visualization. Auditory output, together with touch, 2D, and 3D 
interaction for the appropriate display system will also enhance the visual analytics 
process. The Army needs to analyze and correlate heterogeneous data from multiple 
sources has created a visual analytics challenges that cannot be addressed by a 
single type of visualization system. A hybrid visualization system capable of 
combining the benefits of both immersive and non-immersive visualization to create 
a seamless 2D and 3D environment that supports information-rich analysis would 
overcome some of the challenges.  

DynaCoVE is a visual analytics tool that can be used to develop situational 
understanding by managing complex visualization ecosystem that will develop and 
sustain a high degree of situational understanding while operating in complex 
environments against determined, adaptive enemy organizations. In a typical use 
case, the user will upload simulation data or sensor data and create a visualization 
using one of the available visualization techniques. Once created, the user will have 
the option to push the visualization to one of the display systems that is appropriate 
for the type of visualization created. DynaCoVE will be the realization of an 
interactive ecosystem of devices, humans, and software that will provide a 
framework for which a renewed study of the meaning of interaction and 
computation can be achieved and redefine visual analytics. The applicability of such 
a system will provides new understanding to data science. Challenges in this topic 
include complex melding of various visualization systems, visualization techniques, 
and interaction techniques needed to create a seamless and dynamic visualization 
environment from multiple spatially aware displays that can evolve over time. 
Creating interaction mechanisms by using crowd-aware, and context-aware 

  



technologies to facilitate communication within the community of devices, and 
individuals that form the visualization ecosystem can also be equally challenging. 
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